Physiology of chronic spinal pain syndromes: from animal models to biomechanics.
The literature and current research related to spinal pain mechanisms were reviewed, as well as animal models related to its study. To provide a pragmatic discussion of spinal pain that both reviews relevant research and coherently synthesizes the existing body of literature related to pain, nociception, animal modeling, and injury biomechanics. A detailed body of literature suggests that spinal pain mechanisms are quite complicated and involve a host of different processes (e.g., genetics, gender, neurophysiology, and biomechanics) that may contribute to clinical manifestations and symptoms. Both a review of the literature and a presentation of current and ongoing laboratory research are presented. Specific findings from the authors' laboratory using a rodent model of lumbar radiculopathy are presented to elucidate the role of local nerve root biomechanics in initiating and maintaining behavioral symptoms of nociception and pain. For an understanding of chronic pain, a bidirectional-translational approach that incorporates cross-disciplinary methods such as in vivo biomechanical techniques is required. A conceptual model of chronic spine pain is proposed that details the dynamic and integrated roles of injury, biomechanics, and nociceptive physiology. Areas of continued research are highlighted that may help guide the management of painful spine symptoms and syndromes.